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SUMMARY

Mr and Mrs A Gardner of Saltcotes Hall, Arnside in Lancashire (SD 4607 7873),
made a planning application to South Lakeland District Council for the development
and demolition of the outbuildings at their listed seventeenth century farm (Planning
Application 5/03/0145, County Historic Environment Record 19930). As part of the
planning procedure, the council consulted Cumbria County Council Historic
Environment Service (CCCHES), which in light of the historical significance of the
farmstead, recommended a building recording programme of RCHME (1996) Level I
to III standard. This was to include a rapid desk-based assessment, which would
provide a historical background and detail any changes in the development of the
farmstead. In addition, an extensive site investigation was to be undertaken,
comprising written descriptions, as well an extensive photographic record, and site
drawings of the floorplans and sections.

Following these recommendations, Mr and Mrs A Gardner requested that Oxford
Archaeology North (OA North) undertake the building investigation, which was duly
completed in February 2006.

The background research revealed little textual evidence, but the cartographic sources
provided a sequence of building from the mid-nineteenth century through to the early
decades of the twentieth century. The research demonstrated that from at least 1859
onwards, the two barns, cottage and wash house were already present. The only
changes over the next half century or so, involved the adoption of the name
‘Saltcotes’ to replace the earlier ‘Salt Cotes’. The remaining outbuildings appear to
have been twentieth century developments.

The building investigation confirmed the conclusions drawn from the cartographic
sources, as the main outbuildings and cottage appear to be, at the very least, early to
mid nineteenth century.  These have received repairs to their roofs, whilst some of the
doors and windows have been blocked, but essentially their overall design, character
and function have changed little. The milking shed and cow shed are twentieth
century developments, the former having been built in the early inter-war period,
whilst the latter was constructed in the second half of the twentieth century.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE PROJECT

1.1.1 Mr and Mrs A Gardner requested that Oxford Archaeology (OA North)
undertake an archaeological investigation of the outbuildings at Saltcotes Hall
in Arnside, Lancashire (SD 4607 7873) (Fig 1), following their planning
application to South Lakeland District Council for the development and
demolition of the outbuildings at the listed seventeenth century farm (Planning
Application 5/03/0145, County Historic Environment Record 19930).
Subsequent to this application, an archaeological building recording
programme of RCHME Level I to III standard was recommended by Cumbria
County Council Historic Environment Services (CCCHES), in order to assess
the significance of the buildings and provide a permanent record of the
structures prior to development and demolition. Historical research aimed at
providing a better understanding of the development of the buildings was also
recommended.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.1.1 A written brief for the project was produced by CCCHES (Appendix 1), in
response to which, OA North was commissioned by Mr and Mrs A Gardner to
undertake both the building investigation and background research. This was
carried out in February 2006.

2.1.2 The project was to consist of a Level I to III type survey (RCHME 1996),
which comprises a descriptive internal and external record combined with
drawings and a detailed photographic record. A rapid desk-based assessment
and historical research of the existing resource utilising specified sources was
also to be carried out.

2.2 HISTORICAL RESEARCH

2.2.1 A rapid desk-based assessment of the farmhouse was carried out in order to
provide a general historical background for the building and identify any
evidence that might date phases of building and rebuilding within the
farmstead. This is not intended to be a comprehensive history, but is meant to
provide a general context for the results of the building investigation and
detailed information, where available, about the farmstead itself.

2.2.2 The Cumbria County Record Office (Kendal): original sources and early
maps of the site were examined, as well as published sources about Saltcotes
Hall and the local area.

2.3 BUILDING INVESTIGATION

2.3.1 Descriptive Record: written records using OA North pro forma record sheets
were made of all principal building elements, both internal and external, as
well as any features of historical or architectural significance. Particular
attention was also paid to the relationship between the various parts of each
building, especially those that would show their development and alteration.
These records are essentially descriptive, although interpretation is carried out
on site as required.

2.3.2 Site drawings: architects ‘as existing’ drawings were annotated to produce
plans of all of the main floors and sections. These were produced in order to
show the form and location of structural features and/or features of historical
and historic interest. Where necessary, these drawings were manually
enhanced using hand survey techniques. The hand-annotated field drawings
were digitised using an industry standard CAD package to produce the final
drawings.

2.3.3 Photographs: photographs were taken in both black and white and colour
print 35mm formats. The photographic archive consists of both general shots
of the buildings and shots of specific architectural details.
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2.4 ARCHIVE

2.4.1 The results of all archaeological work carried out will form the basis for a full
archive to professional standards, in accordance with current English Heritage
guidelines (Management of Archaeological Projects, 2nd edition, 1991). OA
North practice is to deposit the original record archive of projects with the
appropriate County Record Office, which in this instance is the Cumbria
County Record Office at Kendal.

2.4.2 The Arts and Humanities Data Service (AHDS) online database Online Access
to index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) will be completed as part
of the archiving phase of the project.
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 A rapid examination was made of both primary and secondary sources in order
to place the results of the building investigation into context. The research
provided scant textual information aside from an entry in Bretton (1956),
which makes reference to the building of the Hall in the late seventeenth
century, as well as outlining the salt-producing industry of the local area. Of
more relevance are the cartographic sources, which date as far back as the
mid-nineteenth century and are summarised below.

3.2 MAP REGRESSION

3.2.1 Estate Map 1850: the map (Fig 2) shows an area referred to as ‘Salt Cote’
with the ‘Foreshore’ and ‘Powder House’ clearly marked. Unfortunately, the
map bears little resemblance, either topographically or structurally to the
farmstead in the OS Map dated nine years later. The fact that the seventeenth
century house/ hall does not appear to be included confuses the issue further.

3.2.2 Ordnance Survey Map 1859:  the map (Fig 3) of ‘Salt Cote’ in Arnside
depicts a farmstead, which is rather similar to the existing buildings of the
farm. The bank barn and its southern extension are present, as are the
threshing barn and wash house. It is debatable if the cottage was part of the
arrangement of space within the barn at this time, as no internal divisions are
represented. In addition, there is no evidence of the small outshut on the
frontage of the cottage, whilst an additional outshut or extension appears to be
present on the rear (east) of the threshing barn. The hoghouse on the north-east
of the barn/cottage has been built at this time, but the modern cow shed and
milking shed have yet to be built.

3.2.3 Ordnance Survey Map 1862: the map (Fig 4) again refers to ‘Salt Cote’ and
depicts virtually the same farmstead as only three years earlier. As on the
earlier map, there is no division of space to establish a date for the cottage,
whilst the extension or outshut at the rear of the barn has disappeared in this
relatively short time.

3.2.4 Ordnance Survey Map 1899: the map (Fig 5) now refers to ‘Saltcotes’, but
shows the farm as unchanged from the previous cartographic source.

3.2.5 Ordnance Survey Map 1913: the map (Fig 6) again refers to the farmstead as
‘Saltcotes’, but additional detail has been added to the plan. The small
extension or outshut on the frontage of the threshing barn and cottage has been
built by this time. In addition, there would appear to be a building (animal
shelter?) in the field to the rear (east) of the threshing barn. Frustratingly, the
map clearly depicts the structural wall between the original bank barn and the
later extension on the south gable, but does not mark the spatial division
between the cottage and the threshing barn.
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4. BUILDING INVESTIGATION RESULTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 The farmstead at Saltcotes Hall, Arnside, Lancashire, comprises a grade II
listed farmhouse dating to the 17th Century, to which a series of later barns
and outhouses have been added. Of these later structures, the principal
buildings of interest are the threshing barn with appended cottage, and the
bank barn. Both of these buildings are two-stories high, rectangular in plan,
and are broadly aligned along a north/south axis. They are constructed from
limestone rubble with occasional inclusions of sandstone, and are dressed with
roughly fashioned limestone on the quoins and surrounds. In keeping with
limestone building traditions of the area (Brunskill 2002; 155), the long
elevations of both buildings include the use of ‘through’ stones; projecting
stones which form a series of ‘broken ledges’ (ibid.).

4.1.2 The roof of the threshing barn and adjacent cottage is a shallow-pitched roof
of regular coursed Welsh slate, as is that of the bank barn, although the
coursing here appears to be diminished. There is a single stone-built chimney,
which sits flush with the gable at the north end of the cottage, and features a
‘bishop’-style pot and oversailing. Internally, the roof of the threshing barn (1)
and cottage is of collar and tie beam construction (Fig 9), with an upper king
tie on each truss. In addition, the most northerly truss has a pair of queen
struts, which flank a central strut. Although the rafters are machine-cut and
relatively modern, the five purlins (including the ridge) are roughly hewn and
sit trenched within the principle rafters of the trusses. Similarly, the roof of the
bank barn (13) is of tie beam construction (Fig 11), with an additional collar
on the most northerly of the three trusses. As in the threshing barn, the purlins
are roughly hewn, with two per pitch and a central ridge purlin. These are
trenched in the central and south trusses, but lie atop the north truss.
Moreover, the roof appears to have been repaired with machine-cut rafters
visible on the east side of the roof space.

4.1.3 Access to the threshing barn is provided by the large harr-hung wagon doors
on the front (west) of the building, whilst the adjacent cottage is accessed via a
modern panelled door, again on the front (west) of the building. The shippons
(10) and (11) and the bull pen (12) on the ground floor of the bank barn are
entered through the two matchboard doors on the front (east) of the building,
whilst the hayloft (13) and storage facilities (14) on the first floor are accessed
from a rear gateway and matchboard door respectively.

4.1.4 The four windows on the ground floor of the bank barn’s frontage are all
timber-framed hinged casements with four lights, as is the window on the
ground floor of the north elevation. In addition, there are series of vent holes
and slits on both the west and east elevations, as well as the gable facade at the
south end of the building. Similarly, the cottage has a pair of hinged casements
of sixteen lights on the front (west) elevation, whilst at the rear there are a
further three plain hinged casements. Although there are no visible windows
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on the exterior of the threshing barn, there are a series of vent slots and holes,
as was noted on the bank barn.

4.1.5 While the main focus of the investigation was the two barns, the remaining
outbuildings of the farmstead have not been neglected and these are included
below.

4.2 THE THRESHING BARN, COTTAGE AND WASH-HOUSE: EXTERIOR

4.2.1 The threshing barn (Plate 1) and the cottage (Plate 3) (Figs 7 and 8) are
arranged simply as a large single barn with a two storey cottage to the north,
consisting of two rooms per floor. A small external privy, which is situated on
the north-east corner of the cottage, has been incorporated into the cottage as a
bathroom (3a). Further to the north, is the wash-house (Figs 7 and 8), a two-
storey building with one room per floor. The first floor of this wash-house (7),
is accessed by a flight of stone steps to the south. The walls of the buildings
are built of limestone rubble with occasional sandstone inclusions, and are
dressed with roughly fashioned limestone. Unfortunately, the majority of the
threshing barn is obscured by the milking shed on the south elevation, and the
cow shed on the east elevation. Both of these buildings, conceal a great deal of
the external detail and character of the building.

4.2.2 There are no visible windows on the exterior of the threshing barn, aside from
an ephemeral vent slit/ window to the north of the wagon doors, which has
been discreetly blocked with stone. In the case of the cottage, all of the
windows are hinged casements, as observed above. To the rear of the cottage,
there a  pair of modern casements, which appear to have been converted from
doors. On the left hand side, there is a single light casement with a substantial
limestone lintel and convex sill of concrete, beneath which, there is a
limestone blocking to ground level. To the right, there is a hinged casement
with a flush stone lintel and  projecting sill, again with blocking to the ground
surface. On the first floor, there is a further hinged casement, with a large
stone lintel similar to that of the left hand window on the ground floor. In
addition, there are only two small casements on the front of the wash-house,
one for each floor. On the ground floor, there is a four light casement with
flush timber lintel, whilst the two light casement above, appears to have a
small stone lintel.

4.2.3 The harr-hung wagon doors on the front (west) elevation of the barn (Plate 2)
are of ledged and braced matchboard construction, and are capped by a
segmental voussoir arch of limestone wedges. Similarly, the modern panelled
door of the cottage is located on the front (west) elevation, whilst the wash
house is entered by a ledged and braced matchboard door, again on the west.
In each case, these are the only entrances into the respective buildings. To the
rear of the cottage, there is a single blocked door with rough timber lintel,
which appears to have been the original entrance to the privy.

4.2.4 At the front of the cottage, there are what appear to be the remains of an
outshut. The wall on the north side is missing and the original sloped roof has
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been removed. Subsequently, the west side of the small structure has been
built up to an even height, whilst vertical stones have been set atop the wall, in
order to give a crenellated effect not too dissimilar to ‘cocks and hens’.

4.3 THE BANK BARN: EXTERIOR

4.3.1 The bank barn (Plate 4) (Fig 11), as observed above, is constructed from
limestone rubble, with occasional inclusions of sandstone, and is dressed with
roughly-fashioned limestone quoins. In both materials and design, it would
appear to conform to an established style of bank barn dating to the late
seventeenth century (Wade Martins 2004; 112), a design which was later
supplemented with the extension on the south gable.  On the ground floor, it
currently features two shippons to the north and centre of the building, with a
bull pen inside the extension at the south. A longitudinal passage running
along the rear (west) of the barn, provides access from the north shippon to a
hatch for the feed trough within the bull pen (consequently, negating the need
to enter the pen for feeding). On the first floor, there is a single hayloft/
livestock area within the main build of the barn, with a small storage room to
the south within the extension.

4.3.2 One of the interesting features on the exterior of the barn, and in particular the
front elevation, is the use of hung Cumbrian slate to dress the lintels of the
doors and casement windows. This would appear to merely serve a decorative
function, but on the rear of the extension, there is a course of hung Welsh and
Cumbrian slate, which would appear to have been applied in order to provide
additional weather proofing to the eaves.

4.3.3 The hinged casements on the front of the building are of varying size and have
projecting sills of stone, concrete and timber. A further hinged casement on
the north elevation, has red brick inserts and cement repairs, indicating it has
been inserted or at least modified. There are also several blocked windows,
including one on the front elevation of the extension, which has recently been
in-filled with brick and clinker block. Similarly, to the rear of the extension,
there is a blocked window/aperture filled with random stone rubble, occasional
brick inserts and a vertical timber bolster. In addition to the windows, there are
several ventilation holes, which are arranged into two groupings on the front
(east) and rear elevations. These are arrayed below the eaves on the front and
rear of the building, and at waist height on the rear elevation only. A further
pair of ventilation slots are found on the south gable above the roof line of the
extension housing the bull pen.

4.3.4 The doors of the bank barn are all of matchboard construction with two on the
ground floor to the front of the building, providing access to the two shippons,
with a similar door on the first floor for the hayloft. A further matchboard door
at the rear of the barn allows access to the storage area in the extension. In
addition, there is a large aperture at the rear of the barn, which spans the full
height of the elevation, and has a timber lintel situated just below the eaves.
This aperture may have originally had narrow, flat-headed wagon doors, but
no evidence for these were observed. At present only a small five bar gate is
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fitted within the embrasure. Furthermore, on the north gable, there is a disused
door infilled with brick and clinker block, which is for the most part concealed
by an oil tank.

4.4 THE THRESHING BARN, COTTAGE AND WASH-HOUSE: INTERIOR

4.4.1 The majority of the stonework on the interior of the threshing barn (1) is
covered in a lime wash. In addition, at the south end of the building, there is a
painted plastered render standing up to first floor height, which would appear
to demarcate the extent of a hayloft and stalls/shippon at this end of the barn.
These are evidenced by the wall scar on both the east and west elevations, and
by a horizontal scar along the top of the plasterwork. Moreover, there is a
stone pier (0.2m2) situated on the east elevation of the barn, which reaches the
height of the plasterwork and is most likely to have been associated with the
stalls and/or the hayloft. A second hayloft may also have been present at the
north end of the building, which is inferred by the presence of a series of
timber slots, situated around the north-east corner.

4.4.2 There are several doors within the threshing barn, including the harr-hung
wagon doors themselves, which have evidently received recent repairs (Plate
5). On the south elevation, there are two blocked doors, both filled with red
brick (Plate 6), which would appear to be manure doors relating to the
stalls/shippon at this end of the barn. A central door, the feeding door (Plate
7), lies between these and presently provides access into the adjacent milking
shed. Although the manure and feeding doors arrangement is more usually
found in bank barns, it does reflect a common Lancashire barn variant
(Brunskill 2002: 110). The winnowing door of the barn is located in the centre
of the east elevation, and is of matchboard construction. It presently leads to
the cattle feed trough, which runs along the west side of the cattle shed (8).  In
addition to the two doors, there are also two windows on the east elevation,
one of which, is boarded

4.4.3 All of the stone walls within the interior of the cottage are covered in painted
plaster (Plate 13) with the exception of the south elevation, which has been left
bare in the kitchen and on the stairs (Plate 14).  In addition, there are two
plasterboard partitions on the first floor, which divide both the two bedrooms
(4) and (5), and the east bedroom (5) from the landing. These are again
finished in painted plaster as the main stone walls.  The windows of the
cottage, apart from those within the kitchen, are all hinged casements, as
observed above. The casements all have splayed reveals and plain, unadorned
window-seats set within the embrasure.

4.4.4 The doors within the cottage are of a uniform style, being modern doors of
ledged and braced matchboard construction, which have been treated with a
dark woodstain to give a more antiquated and rustic oak appearance. These are
surrounded by equally modern timber architraves, and stained lintels.

4.4.5 The ground floor has been laid to concrete, with carpet in the sitting room (2)
and linoleum (3) in the kitchen, whilst the first floor bedrooms (4) and (5)
have carpeted floorboards. All of the ceilings are painted plaster, with roughly-
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hewn beam and joists in the sitting room (2), and two roughly-hewn beams in
the kitchen (3), both of which are probably original features.

4.4.6 The staircase, located on the south elevation of the kitchen (3), is a modern
single-flight staircase with open treads and timber balustrade with sculpted
newels.

4.4.7 The ground floor interior of the wash-house (6) features limewashed walls, a
concrete floor, and a ceiling of floorboards measuring 0.115m/ 4½”, supported
by a chamfered beam and matching joists. In the north east corner, there is
evidence of a removed fireplace, which has subsequently been replaced by a
brick built setpot (wash boiler)  (Plate 8) with inset cauldron.

4.4.8 The walls on the first floor (7) are bare, whilst the roof is supported by three
machine cut beams/purlins. On the west elevation is a small niche with a stone
lintel.

4.5 THE BANK BARN: INTERIOR

4.5.1 The stone walls on the interior of the bank barn are limewashed, although the
application has worn away on most of the hayloft/livestock area on the first
floor (Plate 10). In addition to the stone structural walls, a red brick partition
has been inserted towards the north end of the barn, in order to create the two
shippons (10) and (11). At the west extent of this partition wall is a doorway,
which originally lead into the longitudinal passage (Plate 9) that accesses the
bull-feed hatch. It has subsequently been infilled with clinker block, and
limewashed in a similar fashion to the rest of the wall, and indeed the building.
In addition, the blocked door observed on the exterior of the north gable, has
been left open internally,  in order to create an alcove for shelving. Similarly,
the blocked aperture/window that was noted on the west elevation of the
extension has also remained unblocked on its interior (14), though for less
obvious reasons.

4.5.2 The surface on the ground floor is laid to concrete, with a pronounced ramp
leading into the bull pen (12), and raised platforms beneath the stalls in the
two shippons (10) and (11). In addition, the partitions of both the stalls and the
bull-feed passage are also of concrete. The first floor is laid with floorboards
measuring 0.18m/ 7”, which overlie machine-cut tie-beams and joists.

4.5.3 There are only two internal doors within the bank barn, and these are found on
both the east and south elevations of the hayloft (13). The former is a ledged
and braced matchboard door, whilst the latter a four-panel timber door leading
into the small storage area of the extension (14) and the difference in floor
level is marked, with a step up of some half a metre into the later building.

4.6 THE CATTLE SHED

4.6.1 The cattle shed (8) (Fig 7) has been built as a lean-to against the eastern
elevation of the threshing barn (1). Its three walls and roof are constructed
from corrugated tin, which sit on a base of concrete. The uneven ground at the
south-eastern corner of the building has resulted in a small stretch of stone
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wall being constructed in order to level up the ground and provide a sure
platform on which to build. It clearly serves this function, rather than being the
remains of an earlier structure; the stonework is poorly dressed and crudely
coursed in comparison to the earlier builds of the two barns and their
associated buildings.

4.6.2 There is little of any interest inside the cattle shed apart from some of the
visible features on the west wall, which is in actuality, the east external wall of
the threshing barn. As noted above, there is a blocked window at the north
extent of this elevation and the winnowing door is situated in the centre of the
elevation. Both of these are still observable on this side of the elevation, but
the blocked window at the south end of the building is obscured by a cattle
feed trough spanning the length of the wall.

4.7 THE MILKING SHED

4.7.1 The milking shed (Plate 12) (Fig 7) is a red brick structure of English Garden
Wall (five to one) bond measuring six bays long, which has been appended to
the south end of the threshing barn. Only the south and east elevations have
been left bare, as both the north and west facades have been rendered with
cement. In a similar fashion to the cattle shed, the uneven ground at the south-
east corner of the building has prompted a levelling build of coarse limestone
rubble, dressed with rough quoins. In addition, a series of concrete buttresses
have been added to the east elevation, in order to support the wall and
counteract the bowing of the brickwork.

4.7.2 All of the windows are hinged casements with up to eight lights, which have
flush concrete lintels and  projecting sills with ‘bullnose’ ends.  Access to the
shed is provided by a heck door on both the west and the south elevations.

4.7.3 The interior of the milking shed is limewashed and partitioned into stalls with
a longitudinal passage down the south side of the building. These stalls are
divided by single skin walls of clinker block, with a half-heck door, timber
frame and metal grill to their front (east), and each is furnished with wedge-
shaped timber feed racks. In a similar fashion to the stalls in the shippons of
the bank barn (10) and (11), the stalls are stepped up from the main concrete
floor. In addition, in the centre of the building there is a small cross-passage
leading to the feeding door of the threshing barn.

4.7.4 The roof trusses are of kingpost design with diagonal struts, some of which,
have been supplemented with steel tie-rods, in order to strengthen the bowed
wall on the south elevation (hence the buttresses on the exterior). There is only
one purlin per pitch and these are supported by wedge-shaped blocks situated
on top of the principal rafters of each truss, whilst the ridge purlin is trenched
within the kingpost.
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4.8 THE HOGHOUSE

4.8.1 The hoghouse (15) (Plate 11) (Fig 11), which is typical of the traditional style
for such buildings (Brunskill 2002; 113), is situated to the north-east of the
cottage, on a small bank sloping west to east. It is a two-storey structure of
moderately well-coursed limestone, which is dressed with rough limestone
quoins and lintels. Although the building is heavily overgrown with
vegetation, the roof would appear to feature regular courses of Welsh slate. On
the east side of the building, there is a small yard enclosed by a limestone wall
with later concrete additions. Access into the building is provided by a hog-
hole on the front (east) elevation, which appears to have replaced an earlier
door of comparable size lying to its immediate right. On the rear of the
building is a small matchboard hatch-door, which led into the hayloft over the
livestock area.

4.8.2 The interior is plain with few features of any significance. Indeed, the majority
of the interior is obscured by the considerable root systems from the
vegetation on the roof. Certainly, there is a small vent slit above the entrance
on the front (east elevation), and a single roughly-hewn purlin from the roof
structure is visible. On the west elevation, the hatch of the hayloft sits above a
blocked door, which may have been the original entrance into the livestock
area.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Although the farmhouse has origins dating back to the seventeenth century, it
is unclear if the barns date any further than the early to mid nineteenth century.
What is more certain is that the rest of the buildings at the farmstead have been
built in the last century and a half. From the evidence, it is possible to identify
five periods of development at the farmstead.

5.2 PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT

5.2.1 Phase 1: the exact date for the original construction of the barns is open to
debate, although they are certainly both present by 1859 (Ordnance Survey
1859). Wade Martins (2004, 112) states that bank barns were expensive to
build and so were only found on the larger farms of northern and western
Britain, often as part of a nineteenth century re-build. In addition, Bretton
(1956, 10) notes that the Barker family took possession of the property some
time in the early to mid nineteenth century, with Roger Barker the incumbent
by 1849. Thus, it is possible that both barns were built in the early to mid-
nineteenth century following this change of ownership, although the potential
for an earlier date should not be discounted. In light of this, the cottage can
also be assumed to be of the same date, as it would appear to be part of the
same build as the threshing barn. Moreover, the wash-house, bank-barn
extension, and hog-house must also date from a similar timeframe as they too
appear on the Ordnance Survey map of 1859.

5.2.2 Phase 2: although the first phase of construction is somewhat ill-defined, the
second phase of development can be attributed to the three year period
between 1859 and 1862 (Ordnance Survey 1862). In this period, the extension
(outshut?) at the rear (east) of the threshing barn was removed.

5.2.3 Phase 3: in the next half century (Ordnance Survey 1899), very little appears
to have been changed to the farm’s general layout, although some internal re-
modelling may have occurred. Late in the period (or perhaps even during the
pre-war phase 4), the bank barn was partitioned with the red brick wall, in
order to create the two shippons on the ground floor. At the same time, the
original wood partitions of the shippons were replaced with concrete stalls and
the floors were laid to concrete.

5.2.4 Phase 4: this period of development saw little change and only the outshut at
the front of the cottage was added, perhaps as a fuel store.

5.2.5 Phase 5: from its materials and appearance, the building of the brick milking
shed (9) must have occurred relatively early during this phase, probably in the
aftermath of the First World War. Certainly, a great deal of land exchanged
hands in England during the post-war years (Wade Martins 2004: 194) and a
change of ownership may have been the catalyst for this new build. As the
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shed was appended onto the south elevation of the threshing barn, the manure
doors on either side of the shippon/stalls were rendered obsolete and
subsequently blocked. However, the central feeding door was retained as it
allowed convenient access between the barn and the new shed.

5.2.6 Somewhat later, was the appending of the cattle shed (8) on to the east
elevation of the threshing barn. It is unclear which of these two new sheds
superseded the outbuilding, noted in the field to the east of the threshing barn.
Perhaps the building fell into decay and it was deemed more cost effective to
demolish it and build afresh, or it was gradually phased out following the
construction of these later structures.

5.2.7 The majority of other work carried out at the farmstead since has been
cosmetic work or running repairs. Thus, the roofs of both of the barns appear
to have received attention, whilst the cottage has obviously been remodelled
with the fitting of a new staircase, the insertion of plasterboard partitions on
the first floor, and the replacement of the windows and doors. The conversion
of the bathroom would also have required the blocking of the external door of
the privy and the kitchen door, which provided ease of access. This would
account for the conversion of the windows on the rear of the kitchen.

5.3 CONCLUSION

5.3.1 The main outbuildings and cottage appear to be, at the very least, early to mid
nineteenth century.  These have received repairs to their roofs, whilst some of
the doors and windows have been blocked, but essentially their overall design,
character and function have changed little. The milking shed and cow shed are
twentieth century developments, the former having been built in the early
inter-war period, whilst the latter was constructed in the second half of the
twentieth century
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       6. IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 The present scheme of investigation and recording, prompted by the
redevelopment of the farmstead at Saltcotes Hall will provide a lasting record
of the structures in their present condition, particularly for those buildings
scheduled to be demolished under the proposed building programme.

6.2 IMPACT

6.2.1 There will undoubtedly be an impact on the barns, as some of the historic
fabric and features in the interior will be obscured following the building
work. Much will depend on how sympathetic the materials and design of the
proposed conversion will be to the existing structures. The buildings, which
are to be demolished are all twentieth century structures, and as such, their
historical and architectural significance is not particularly important.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.3.1 Following the investigation and rapid desk-based assessment, it is envisaged
that no further work will need be carried out at the site.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1.1 A Gardner Esq (hereafter the client) has requested that Oxford Archaeology
North (OA North) submit proposals to undertake the building investigation of
a cottage and agricultural buildings at Saltcotes Hall, Arnside, Lancashire
(SD 4607 7873) prior to a proposed development and demolition.

1.1.2 A planning application was submitted to South Lakeland District Council
(Planning Application reference 5/03/0145) for the extension of the cottage
into the adjoining barn and the conversion of a range of farm buildings to
dwellings. The buildings are recorded on the County Historic Environment
Record (reference 19930). The proposal will affect the character and
appearance of the buildings and as a result a programme of archaeological
building recording was recommended by Cumbria County Council Historic
Environment Service (CCCHES). This project design has been prepared in
accordance with the CCCHES specifications and following discussions with
the Assistant Archaeologist.

1.1.3 The agricultural buildings that are to be converted are shown on the first
edition OS map and therefore date from at least the mid 19th century. They
formed an integral part of the farm complex at Saltcotes Hall, the farmhouse
of which is listed grade II and dates from the 17th century.

1.2 OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY NORTH

1.2.1 OA North has considerable experience of the interpretation and analysis of
buildings of all periods, having undertaken a great number of small and large-
scale projects during the past 24 years. Such projects have taken place within
the planning process, to fulfil the requirements of clients and planning
authorities, to very rigorous timetables. In recent years OA North also has
extensive experience of archaeological work in Northern England.

1.2.2 OA North has the professional expertise and resources to undertake the
project detailed below to a high level of quality and efficiency. OA North is
an Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA) registered organisation,
registration number 17, and all its members of staff operate subject to the
IFA Code of Conduct.

2 OBJECTIVES

2.1 The archaeological programme of work aims to provide an origin,
development sequence, and discussion of the plan, form and function of the
buildings on site.

2.2 To achieve the objectives outlined above the following listed specific aims
are proposed:

2.3 Building Investigation: to provide a drawn and textual record of the
buildings on site to RCHME Level I to III-type survey. The pigsty, cowshed
and milking parlour will be subject to a level I-type survey, the bank barn to a
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level II-type survey and the cottage with barn attached to a level III-type
survey.

2.4 Report and Archive: a written report will assess the significance of the data
generated by this programme within a local context. It will present the results
of the building investigation.

3. METHOD STATEMENT

3.1 BUILDING INVESTIGATION

3.1.1 Rapid Desk-Based Assessment: an examination will be undertaken of all
historic Ordnance Survey maps available. Cartographic sources will be
consulted in an attempt to trace the development of the site back to the
earliest available cartographic source. This will provide information on the
origin and development of the buildings on site. Trade directories will also be
consulted.

3.1.2 Prior to commencement of the building investigation the client should
remove all moveable materials which obstruct the fabric of the
buildings.

3.1.3 Photographic Archive: a photographic archive will be produced utilising a
35mm camera to produce colour slides and black and white prints. A full
photographic index will be produced and the position of photographs will be
marked on the relevant floor plans. The archive will comprise the following:

(i) The external appearance and setting of the buildings;

(ii) The overall appearance of principal rooms and circulation areas;

(iii) Any external or internal detail, structural or architectural, which is
relevant to the design, development and use of the building, and which
does not show adequately on general photographs;

(iv) Any internal detailed views of features of especial
architectural/agricultural interest, fixtures and fittings, or fabric detail
relevant to phasing the buildings.

3.1.4 Site Drawings: the following architect’s drawings (supplied by the client)
will be annotated for the building:

(i) Ground and first floor plans of the cottage with barn attached and bank
barn to be annotated to show form and location of any structural
features of historic significance and recording the form and location of
any significant structural details (1:100 scale);

(ii) One cross-section through each of the above buildings where
appropriate (1:50);

(iii) Sketch plans of the cowshed, pigsty and milking parlour;

(iv) Plan showing the location of the buildings in relation to the farmhouse.
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3.1.5 OA North does not undertake to correct survey inaccuracies in the client’s
drawings, which shall remain the responsibility of the client. However, if
inaccuracies significantly impede the progress of the archaeological survey
and must be rectified to allow the archaeological survey to proceed, a charge
for this correction will be made (see Section 9).

3.1.6 The drawings will be used to illustrate the phasing and development of the
buildings. Detail captured by the annotation will include such features as
window and door openings, an indication of ground and roof level, and
changes in building material. The final drawings will be presented through an
industry standard CAD package.

3.1.7 Interpretation and Analysis: a visual inspection of the buildings will be
undertaken utilising the OA North building investigation proforma sheets. A
description will be maintained to RCHME Level I for the milking parlour,
cowshed and pigsty, level II-type survey for the bank barn and a level III for
the cottage with barn attached. The first two levels of survey are descriptive
and will provide a systematic account of the origin, development and use of
the buildings. The third level will present the evidence on which this account
is based.

3.1.8 The written record will include:

(i) An analysis of the plan, form, fabric, function, age and development
sequence of the buildings;

(ii) An account of the past and present use of the buildings;

(iii) An account of the fixtures, fittings associated with the buildings, and
their purpose;

(iv) Identification of key architectural/agricultural features (including
fixtures and fittings) which should be preserved in-situ;

(v) A discussion of the relative significance of rooms within the buildings;

(vi) A description of the historic context of the buildings including their
relationship with nearby buildings in architectural and functional terms
and so forth.

3.2 REPORTS /ARCHIVE

3.2.1 Report: the content of the report will comprise the following:

(i) a site location plan related to the national grid;

(ii) a front cover to include the planning application number and the NGR;

(iii) a concise, non-technical summary of the results;

(iv) an explanation to any agreed variations to the brief, including any
justification for any analyses not undertaken;

(v) a description of the methodology employed, work undertaken and
results obtained;
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(vi) copies of plans, photographs, and other illustrations as appropriate;

(vii) a copy of this project design, and indications of any agreed departure
from that design;

(viii) the report will also include a complete bibliography of sources from
which data has been derived.

3.2.2 The report will be in the same basic format as this project design; a copy of
the report can be provided on CD, if required. Two copies of the report will
be supplied to the client and further digital copies to the SMR.

3.3.3 Archive: the results of all archaeological work carried out will form the basis
for a full archive to professional standards, in accordance with current
English Heritage guidelines (Management of Archaeological Projects, 2nd
edition, 1991). The project archive represents the collation and indexing of all
the data and material gathered during the course of the project.

3.2.4 The deposition of a properly ordered and indexed project archive in an
appropriate repository is considered an essential and integral element of all
archaeological projects by the IFA in that organisation's code of conduct. OA
North conforms to best practice in the preparation of project archives for
long-term storage. This archive will be provided in the English Heritage
Centre for Archaeology format and a synthesis will be submitted to the
Cumbria SMR (the index to the archive and a copy of the report). OA North
practice is to deposit the original record archive of projects with the
appropriate County Record Office.

3.2.5 The Arts and Humanities Data Service (AHDS) online database project
Online Access to index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) will be
completed as part of the archiving phase of the project.

3.2.6 Confidentiality: all internal reports to the client are designed as documents
for the specific use of the Client, for the particular purpose as defined in the
project brief and project design, and should be treated as such. They are not
suitable for publication as academic documents or otherwise without
amendment or revision.

4. HEALTH AND SAFETY

4.1 OA North provides a Health and Safety Statement for all projects and
maintains a Unit Safety policy. All site procedures are in accordance with the
guidance set out in the Health and Safety Manual compiled by the Standing
Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers (1997). A written risk
assessment will be undertaken in advance of project commencement and
copies will be made available on request to all interested parties.

5 PROJECT MONITORING

5.1 Access: liaison for basic site access will be undertaken through the client.

5.2 Whilst the work is undertaken for the client, the County Archaeologist or his
representative will be kept fully informed of the work and its results and will
be notified a week in advance of the commencement of the fieldwork. Any
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proposed changes to the project design will be agreed with CCCHES in
consultation with the client.

6 WORK TIMETABLE

6.1 Rapid Desk-Based Assessment: one day would be required to complete the
documentary search.

6.2 Building Investigation: approximately four days in the field will be required
to complete this element.

6.3 Reports/Archive: the report and archive will be produced within eight weeks
of completion of the fieldwork. OA North can execute projects at very short
notice once a formal written agreement has been received from the client.

7 STAFFING

7.1 The project will be under the direct management of Alison Plummer BSc
(Hons) (OA North senior project manager) to whom all correspondence
should be addressed.

7.2 Both elements of the fieldwork will be undertaken by a suitably qualified
archaeologist experienced in the recording and analysis of historic buildings
in the North West. Present timetabling constraints preclude who this will be.

8 INSURANCE

8.1 OA North has a professional indemnity cover to a value of £2,000,000; proof
of which can be supplied as required.
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